TS Easy Planning - Part of the FleetAtlas Framework

TS Easy Planning
Entry Level Fleet Planning
TS Easy Planning allows for efficient routes to be created based on scheduled deliveries and driver
availability for the day, then communicates the schedule and GPS directions directly to the driver.
Dispatchers can easily enter new deliveries directly into an existing route, ensuring delivery times are met
while still meeting fleet efficiency goals.

TS Easy Planning provides:
Increased efficiency

Enhanced driver productivity

As orders are entered into the system, deliveries are
automatically created and assigned to the most accessible
vehicle, and prioritized based on the most efficient route
for each driver.

Not only do drivers have the most up to date schedule
loaded onto their mobile device, but routes are automatically
populated with GPS navigation directions included.

Fuel savings

Emergencies happen, but with an integrated tracking system
you have the ability to easily locate the closest driver in
proximity to your customer and adjust their schedule to
ensure a rapid response time.

Automated scheduling allows for routes to be created based on
the most fuel efficient delivery route – eliminating inefficient or
erratic delivery routes that use excessive amounts of fuel.

Flexible scheduling

Improved customer service
Entering orders into the system as they are received provides
the ability to communicate the approximate delivery time to
the customer based on the route scheduled, instead of an
estimated time. Additionally, customer information and notes
can be added to the profile for drivers to view in the field.

SCHEDULE A DEMO: sales@touchstargroup.com

www.touchstargroup.com

Simple drag and drop scheduling with detailed notes for each customer.

TS Easy Planning is a component
in a larger complete automation
solution named FleetAtlas.

View multiple routes simultaneously.

Progressively add components
as your company grows.
Telematics
Fleet Tracking & Behavior Management

Dispatch
Dynamic Fleet Dispatching

TS Easy Planning Includes:

Mobility Apps

• Highly graphical drag & drop utility for simplified scheduling
• Balances work allocation across total resources
• Mass Management and Optimized compartment loading
• Planned vs Actual tracked in real time
• Driver safety and behavior monitoring
• Real time location and inventory management

Paperless Transactions & Automated Accounting

Compliance
Electronic Logbook & Fatigue Management

Planning
Fleet Scheduling & Route Optimization

Business Intelligence
Planning, Reporting, and Management

For more information or to schedule a demo, contact
www.touchstargroup.com

sales@touchstargroup.com
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